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Share

https://www.makeuseof.com/tag/use-smartphone-detect-
hidden-surveillance-cameras/?utm_source=MUO-NL-
RP&utm_medium=newsletter

Spy vs. Spy

Stewart Bruce





Share Links in browser

how can I be sure ?

is it a malicious site?

I am not sure where
this link will take me…

Did you ever go to click a link and pause for a second…

how can I be sure the link is going
where it says it is going?

will my identity
be stolen?



Share VT4Browsers

From the folks at VirusTotal.com
- checks URLs using 84* up-to-date
malware engines 

* number may vary

For Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Microsoft Edge
- details at

https://support.virustotal.com/hc/en-us/
articles/115002700745-Browser-Extensions

https://support.virustotal.com/hc/en-us/articles/115002700745-Browser-Extensions


Share Microsoft Edge is…special

Under Find new extensions
select Chrome Web Store

First time you access Chrome Store from Edge
you must enable extensions from a non-Microsoft source
at top of page

At the Chrome Web Store
… using Microsoft Edge
… clicking Add to Chrome
… the extension will be added to Edge

Click
- three dots in top-right of Edge
- Extensions



Share Using VT4Browsers
FancyZones sounds cool, but …
Why would anyone trust this guy?

- right click link to web site
- VT4Browsers
- Scan selected link



Share VT4Browsers fail

When downloading files
- have VT4Browsers send file to
VirusTotal automagically!

Cool!

… if it worked

if you have a solution, 
please let us know



Share

Ottawa PC News
March, 2009
https://opcug.ca/Reviews/taxman.htm

The Taxman Cometh!



http://taxman.coolpage.biz/2020.htm



This early-bird version only comes as an Upgrade so you must already have the 
full Taxman installed on your computer — it doesn't matter which year just so 
long as it works.



http://taxman.coolpage.biz/2020.htm

Taxman 2020 is an income tax preparation program 
for all of Canada except for Quebec's Provincial 
return. It should be used along with the Revenue 
Canada guides and forms for your area.











Donations?

Some crazy fools have actually emailed and wanted to 
send me money! I immediately suspected something 
was up and have always refused their offers. 

But… it has occurred to me that maybe there are those 
who are wracked with pangs of guilt. Maybe the 
immense debt they owe me prevents them from getting 
a good night's sleep? 

And if that were so, it would be heartless of me not to 
allow these poor souls to lessen their load.



So if you feel inclined, then be sure to make all cheques
payable to G. Thompson, and mail to 1424 Craddock St., 
Victoria, BC, V9A 5K2



So if you feel inclined, then be sure to make all cheques
payable to G. Thompson, and mail to 1424 Craddock St., 
Victoria, BC, V9A 5K2

I promise to spend the money only on Scotch and 
cigars — nothin' wasted.



https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/e-services/e-services
-individuals/netfile-overview/certified-software-netfile-program.html



Share Microsoft PowerToys
Image Resizer

• Powerful tool to resize images

̶ easy-to-use

̶ free

• Flexible options

̶ output resolution

̶ rename options

̶ more



Share Why resize images?

Sharing by email

- mail servers will reject oversized emails
- you will fill mailboxes
- most people will view on HD (1920×1080) or less

- 2 megapixels
- image will be downsized to screen res for viewing

Sharing for use on a web page

- most people view the web at HD (1920×1080) or less
- 2 megapixels

Sharing for use in a printed document

- a half page image (6.5"×4.5“) printed at 300 dpi
- 2.6 megapixels

Don’t share images
- 24 megapixel (6,000×4,000)
- 20 megabyte

Recommendation
- unless you verify otherwise

- max 1920×1080 resolution
- under 1 MB size



Share Microsoft PowerToys Install

Download PowerToys from
https://github.com/microsoft/PowerToys/releases/

Download .exe

Most recent release at top

https://github.com/microsoft/PowerToys/releases/


Share Image Resizer in use

Right-click image
(can select multiple images)



Share Image Resizer in use
(alternate method)

Right-click and drag

Release mouse button



Share Examples

Original
4029x2282
5,500,769 bytes

Medium
1366x768
190,688 bytes

Phone
320x568
40,996 bytes

Small
854x480
79,598 bytes

Large
1920x1080
339,393 bytes

Sizes are relative due to how images 
are resized for your screen



Share Image Resizer customization

Click PowerToys icon

Image Resizer

Quality
- 90 good default

File size depends on
- jpeg quality
- image size (resolution)

resolution



Share Image Resizer customization

Fill
- fills selected dimensions
- crops to fit

Fit
- no cropping
- no stretching

Stretch
- fills selected dimensions 
- stretches to fit



Share Image Resizer bug

Within hours of reporting bug



• I am thinking about buying an outdoor video 
surveillance camera  

• There seems to be a real plethora of options

• I want to install it where there is no power so 
it needs to be battery operated with perhaps a 
small solar collector

• It also needs to have reasonable Wi-Fi 
connectivity (about 80m away from house) 

• Security and privacy are also concerns

• Anybody been through this analysis before?

Surveillance Cameras



By our very-own 
webcam guru

Bob Herres

Home Surveillance Cameras



Home Security Cameras





Many Choices

Very Worthy, but Costly



$39.99



Wyze Cam v2 detects sound or  
motion...                             

14 days of saved video with sound... 

NO Monthly Fees!

* Video Clips are 12 Seconds 

each *



Optional  

$10.00  Extra
Continuous Recording (about 3 days)



Indoor

$39.99

Indoor
Wyze 

Cam

Controlled by:



Receive Notifications  

on your Smart Phone

Delay is  

usually less  

than 15 to 30  

seconds

from anywhere



Weatherproof  

Protective Cover

Cover Only 

$12.99 each

Outdoor use is 

easy...



Are Cameras possible in   locations 
without Power?



“Wyze Cam Outdoor Bundle” 

$228.20 

(Includes Base Station and 3 Cameras) 

Weatherproof! 

Battery Powered!
“Rechargeable Batteries 

will last 3 to 6 months” 



“Mount on trees etc.. without running  

wire or searching for outlets?”                       

Claim is: “2x-2,600  mAh integrated 

rechargeable batteries,  will last from    

3-6 months based on normal usage”

“Wyze Cam Outdoor Bundle”

$228.20

* Check 

reviews



Wyze Cam V3 is even better!  

currently available in USA...

(Requires Power)



Video Reviews

Wyze Cam v3: 
Unbelievable Night Vision for $20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EwP7p2Z7hOA

Wyze Cam Outdoor - Move it. Mount it. 
Record it. Anywhere, wire-free.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zzmmcR4Uy24&feature=pu
sh-u-sub&attr_tag=NRTeEncZyudAbLS3%3A6 





Share

Bob Walker

Are eBooks taking over the
book marketplace?



Two Good to Miss!

• Join OPCUG before March 31st

• Pay the annual membership fee of $20.00

• Receive a free-year’s membership

Two years for 
the price of one! 

https://opcug.ca/join-or-renew/



Any other:

Questions

Comments

Shares?



Tech Café

Making a Hard Copy Book

from Digital Photos

Lynda Buske

Monday, March 8, 2021

4:00 pm

Register at https://biblioottawalibrary.ca/en/program?text=tech+cafe



Share Is your password safe?

https://www.pcworld.com/article/3605688/how-to-create-strong-secure-passwords.html



Thought I would warm up 
the crowd to Chris’s 
upcoming presentation 
“KEEPING PASSWORDS 
SAFE” this March 10th, 
with a review of current 
experts’ password advice 
and my impressions of the 
practicalities of what’s being 
proposed. 



Keeping Passwords Safe

Chris Taylor

March 10, 2021

7:30 pm



Send your questions,
answers, and topics 
you wish to share to:

SuggestionBox@opcug.ca




